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!
•A brief introduction to McStas, Monte Carlo & raytracing  
!
•Highlighted new features in McStas 2.1 
• McStas-MCNP for background estimates 
• McStas-Mantid event processing 
• Speedup in Single_crystal.comp
n
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•Flexible, general simulation utility for neutron scattering experiments. 
!
•Original design for Monte carlo Simulation of triple axis spectrometers 
!
•Developed at DTU Physics, ILL, PSI, Uni CPH, ESS 
!
•V. 1.0 by K Nielsen & K Lefmann (1998) RISØ 
!
•Currently 2.5+1 people full time plus students
n
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McStas Introduction
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 GNU GPL 
license 
Open Source
mcstas-users@mcstas.org mailinglist
Project website at 
http://www.mcstas.org
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!
!
•Instrumentation 
•Virtual experiments 
•Data analysis 
•Teaching
n
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What is McStas used for?
6
(KU, DTU)
•Much effort has gone into this 
•Here: simulations vs. exp. at powder diffract. DMC, PSI 
•The bottom line is 
•McStas agrees very well with other packages (NISP, Vitess, IDEAS, RESTRAX, ...) 
•Experimental line shapes are within 5% 
•Absolute intensities are within 10%  
•Common understanding: McStas and similar codes are reliable
n
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Reliability - cross comparisons
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P. Willendrup et al., Physica B, 386, (2006), 1032.
Niels Bohr Institute n
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Abstract
The McStas[1],[2] neutron ray-tracing simulation packageis a
collaboration between Risø DTU, ILL, University of Copen-
hagen and the PSI.
During its lifetime, McStas has evolved to become the world
leading software in the area of neutron scattering simulations
for instrument design, optimisation, virtual experiments[3][4][5]
and science.
This poster includes an introduction to the McStas package,
recent and ongoing simulation projects. Furhter, new features
in the 1.12c and 2.0 releases are discussed.
McStas Facts
Figure 1: McStas world dissemination. We are represented in
the red-colured parts of the world
- McStas first official release in October 1998 (v. 1.0)
- McStas is now at release 1.12c (June 3rd 2011)
- Next major release is 2.0, expected in 2011
- McStas has 136 components in cathegories of
- Continuous and pulsed neutron sources
- Neutron optics, including polarized equipment
- Sample components for incoherent scattering, powders, single crystals
(structural and magnetic), phonons, liquids, small angle scattering
- Monitor components
- McStas now includes support for polarised neutrons
- McStas includes 66 example instruments
- McStas has complete documentation and tutorial material, all included
- McStas is free, open source software (GNU Public License version 2.0)
- McStas includes valuable user contributions
- McStas is used at all major neutron scattering facilities
- McStas is platform independent, Ubuntu GNU/Linux 9.10 & 10.4., Win-
dows XP & Vista & 7, Mac OS X 10.3-10.6, in 32 and 64 bit are fully
supported
- McStas features easy to use parallelisation methods for multi-core ma-
chines, clusters and grids
- Installation is straightforward on all the platforms, but we provide
VMware and Knoppix based solutions for users who want that. Ready
to run - NO installation!
McStas example instruments
Figure 2: Overview of the McStas example instrument suite.
Many TOF-machines, should we consider a rename to McStof?
:)
McStas for Instrument design
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Figure 3: Various figures from [6]. The paper compares perfor-
mance of a miniature TAS with a machine of classical size.
McStas for Virtual Experiments
IN6 @ ILL, liquid Ge
Figure 4: From [4] Example virtual experiment, luiquid germa-
nium at ILL IN6 TOF machine. Full detector signal and its com-
position: Single coherent scattering, Single incoherent scatter-
ing, Multiple scattering, cryostat and container contributions.
IN22 @ ILL, liquid In
Via the S(q,ω) scattering function, the McStas component
Isotropic_Sqw can be used to model scattering from isotropic
materials, e.g. liquids. Tabulated values of S(q,ω) from for
instance ab initio or molecular dynamics simulations are used.
Figure 5: LEFT: Schematic of the IN22 instrument. RIGHT:
Special levitaion furnace used in the experiment.
To avoid influence of sample environment on the signal from
the liquid In, we used a special levitation device, see the fig-
ure. Ar gas was flowing through a B4C nozzle, levitating the
sample.
Figure 6: LEFT: Simulated and measured scans of In liquid
structure. RIGHT: Simulated and measured scans of In liquid
dynamics.
Apart from the expected signal from In, Bragg peaks of un-
known origin were seen. Scattering from the highly neutron
absorbing B4C, unexpectedly had a large influence on the mea-
sured signal, revealed by simulation.
New releases: 1.12c and 2.0
• McStas 1.12c - available at http://www.mcstas.org/download
– Released on June 3rd 2011
– Update release, the last in the 1.x series
– Fix of a bug in the rectangular focusing routine
– Introduction of –ncount as unsigned long long int in place of double.
Using double could potentially lead simulations to "hang".
– If gnuplot is available at installation time, mcplot and mcgui can use
this in place of PGPLOT.
– Various component and instrument bugfixes
• McStas 2.0 - preview code via http://www.mcstas.org/svn
– Uniformized parameter naming across components (breaks some
backward compatibility for user-instruments)
– New feature in the meta-language for placing a grid of similar com-
ponents - practical for e.g. large analyzer arrays
– Likely a new tool layer, likely python based (replacing
perl+Tk+pgperl+PGPLOT) - dedicated staff hired for the purpose
– All components support polarized neutron simulations
– Standardized method for neutron propagation in tabulated magnetic
fields (e.g. from Radia or freefem)
– Possibility for nesting magnetic fields, e.g. for stray fields
– A richer suite of example instruments with more thorough testing of
components
– Support for any shape in our sample components and some optics
components, facilitated via Geomview OFF format
– Possibly a new set of optimizers of type genetic algorithm / swarm
etc.
– Interface-code for the iFit data analysis package
– Interface-code for the Mantid analysis package
– Potentially sharing of visualisation solution with Vitess
– Expected release in 2011
– SVN version fully functional, only docs and new tool layer is
missing!
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McStas: key concepts
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Time (t)
Local, internal coordinate 
system!
n
McStas
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Elements of Monte-Carlo raytracing
•Instrument Monte Carlo methods implement coherent scattering effects 
•Uses deterministic propagation where this can be done 
•Uses Monte Carlo sampling of “complicated” distributions and stochastic 
processes and multiple outcomes with known probabilities are involved 
•- I.e. inside scattering matter 
•Uses the particle-wave duality of the neutron to switch back and forward 
between deterministic ray tracing and Monte Carlo approach 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
•Result: A realistic and efficient transport of neutrons in the thermal and 
cold range
9
•Portable code (Unix/Linux/Mac/Windoze) 
!
!
!
•Ran on everything from iPhone to 1000+ node cluster! 
!
•'Component' files (~150) inserted from library 
•Sources 
•Optics 
•Samples 
•Monitors 
•If needed, write your own comps 
!
•DSL + ISO-C code gen.
n
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McStas overview
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!
Instrument file (average 
!
 user, point/click, DSL) 
!
!
Component  
(advanced user, 
modify from  
existing,  c-code) Kernel 	

(McStas  team) 
n
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Neutron optics and other instrument 
components
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TextText
•Check our long list of components and look inside... Most of them are quite 
simple and short... Statistics:
n
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Writing new comps or understanding 
existing is not that complex...
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102
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Number of codelines per component − 136 comps in total
Component no.
Lo
g(
#c
om
p 
lin
es
)
Guide_four_side_10_shells
Guide_four_side_2_shells
Guide_four_sideIsotropic_Sqw
ISIS_moderator
Source_Optimizer
Single_crystal
Number of lines of code per co ent - 165 comps in total
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Example suite: 123 instruments
n
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New developments 1 - work on McStas-
MCNPX interfaces
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Collaboration 
DTU Nutech 
DTU Fysik 
ESS
McStas-MCNPX interfaces for beam losses
n
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New developments 1 - work on McStas-
MCNPX interfaces
•cdcd
15
n
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Collaboration 
DTU Nutech 
DTU Fysik 
ESS
McStas-MCNPX interfaces for beam losses
Use: Check the Scatter_logger.comp	

in the McStas distribution
Future:	

Geant4,	

PHITS?
Journal of Physics: Conference Series Volume 528 conference 1	

E B Klinkby et al 2014 J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 528 012032 doi:
10.1088/1742-6596/528/1/012032
n
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McStas-Mantid event processing facilitated by:!
Special labels in component list 
Special Monitor_nD paramers 
IDF autogenerated by “mcdisplay” run 
NeXus output and LoadMcStas Mantid algorithm 
16
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McStas-Mantid event processing facilitated by:!
Special labels in component list 
Special Monitor_nD paramers 
IDF autogenerated by “mcdisplay” run 
NeXus output and LoadMcStas Mantid algorithm 
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Use: Check out	

templateSANS_Mantid	

from the McStas distribution	

- fully functional reduction
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Events shown on the full instrument 
• The event data from McStas should look something like this in 
“full 3D” - you may have to move/zoom a bit about
18
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Events shown on the full instrument 
• The event data from McStas should look something like this in 
“full 3D” - you may have to move/zoom a bit about
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Use: Check out	

ILL_H16_IN5_Mantid	

from the McStas distribution	

- ( ot yet fully functional reduction)
Problem: McStas Single_crystal.comp 
“slow” for large unit cell diffraction studies
• Example: Rubredoxin 
• Reflection list ~ 124 K reflections (still “small” in the PX world!!)
• Red: Original algorithm, one incoming neutron used only once 
• Blue: Improved algorithm, each incoming neutron scattered (via 
SPLIT keyword) all possible times 
• Component makes estimate on average number of “active” 
diffraction spots - in the case Rubredoxin this is around 50!
Algorithm improvement: Use incoming 
neutrons more efficiently - scatter each 
one on all possible reflections 
Sim data speak for themselves  - 1e9 rays
Old comp New comp
Rubedoxin	

124K reflections
Predeuterated 
pyrophosphatase	

1.7M reflections
~ Factor 50	

more efficient
~ Factor 500	

more efficient
Sim data speak for themselves  - 1e9 rays
Old comp New comp
Rubedoxin	

124K reflections
Predeuterated 
pyrophosphatase	

1.7M reflections
~ Factor 50	

more efficient
~ Factor 500	

more efficientUse: Check out	

template_NMX	

from the McStas distribution
Similar optimisation of the 	

PowderN component
•The success of the project is also about the people: 
!
•Present McStas team members 
!
!
!
!
• K Lefmann                  E Farhi            P Willendrup          E Knudsen               U Filges              T R Nielsen 
!
!
!
•Past McStas team members 
!
!
!
!
•     K Nielsen                     PO Åstrand               K Lieutenant             P Christiansen            J Brinch
n
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